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Abstract
Analysis and Direction for the Changing World of Breakfast Cereal Advertising:
A Content Analysis Study of 1998~99 Television Advertisements
By
Megan Lane

Television's advertising environment has undergone radical changes during the
past decade due to the rapid development of cable and satellite services. In addition to
the large number of technological advancements, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) also has passed legislation that limits the amount of commercial time
during children's programming in response to activists' claims that advertisers prey on
the younger, more vulnerable audiences. This investigation sought to build on past
content analyses of children-focused advertising to better understand how advertisers
have responded to the changing television advertising market. It is important because
little attention has been paid to the effects of cable specialization and FCC regulations on
the methods and appeals used in children-focused advertising.
Breakfast cereal advertisements that aired on Fox, a network station, and
Nickelodeon, a cable station, during a week in 1998 and 1999 were collected and
analyzed to examine the use of themes, music, and animation as well as the characeristics
of the actors and the presentation of the product. The content analysis results showed that,
in general, breakfast cereal advertisers used 3D-second commercials to promote
predominantly sugar cereals. The majority of the advertisements used music without
lyrics and mixed animation with live action. Dramatic skits were the preferred format,
and the majority of the commercials showed the cereal being eaten. The most popular
themes were TastelFlavorlSmell, Newness, and Appearance of the Product.

Cross tabulation comparisons were made between the methods and appeals used
in cable-aired commercials and those used in network-aired commercials. The results
were also compared to the results of a F. Earle Barcus' 1975 study of children-focused
advertising to better understand how the methods and techniques used in today's
television advertising have changed in the past 30 years.' No significant differences were
found in the cross-tabulation comparisons of the methods and appeals used in networkaired commercials and the cable-aired commercials; however, comparisons showed
significant differences between the methods used in the gender and racial representations
among the characters of the current study with the characters from the 1975 study. The
current study's commercials had more female and minority characters than the 1975
study's commercials, but the majority of the characters were still Caucasian males. This
may be a result of the recent movement toward political correctness when portraying race
and gender on television. Other significant differences between the current and past
study included an increase in the use of personalities and contests and a decrease in the
amount of product infonnation concerning ingredients and nutrition that was given within
the commercial.

1 F. Earle Barcus, Television in the Afternoon Hours, (Newtonville, Massachusettes: Action for Children's
Television, 1975),1-51 passim.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Before undertaking any research effort, there are two things that must very clearly
understood and identified. First, the researcher must have a very specific idea of what the
research project is going to study_ Second, the researcher must establish why the research
effort is an important activity and how its possible findings are significant. A careful
examination of the relative theories developed by other researchers often helps to
establish both the purpose and the importance of the potential results of the study.
Without a clear understanding of both the focus and the importance of the study, it is very
easy to lose sight of the original intentions of the research.

Purpose and Significance of Study
Throughout the past decade, television's advertising environment has undergone
radical changes. Not only has the popularization of cable encouraged the development of
highly specialized stations, but the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) also has
passed legislation that limits the amount of commercial time during children's
programming in response to activists' claims that advertisers prey on the younger, more
vulnerable audiences.
While a number of researchers took interest in examining the methods and
appeals used in children-focused television advertising throughout the 1970s, very little
research concerning this topic has been published since the development of cable and the
introduction of regulatory legislation. The small number of studies that have been
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conducted recently focus on the entire scope of children-focused advertising, rather than
just focusing on one particular product category, as this study does.
This content analysis study examined a sample of 31 television breakfast cereal
commercials that were collected from programming that aired on both a network station,
Fox, and a cable station, Nickelodeon, in 1998 and 1999. Researchers evaluated the
advertisements to identify trends in the use of themes, music, animation, as well as the
characteristics of the actors and the presentation of the product. Their findings were
compared to F. Earle Barcus' findings in his 1975 study of children's television in the
afternoon hours. l This comparison was made based on the expectation that differences
between the two studies would result from the recent developments in the television
environment, including cable specialization and FCC regulations.

Theoretical Rationale
When examining the techniques and methods that are being used in today's
children-focused advertisements, it is important to consider the concepts of the social
learning theory. This theory postulates that people, especially children, learn behaviors
by observing the actions of other people within their environment. In order to want to
emulate the modeled behavior, children must identify with the model that is exhibiting
the behavior. Their likelihood to imitate the behavior also is affected by whether the
shown behavior is rewarded or punished. Dr. Albert Bandura explains, "Learning would
be exceedingly laborious, not to mention hazardous, if people had to rely solely on the
effects of their own actions to inform them what to do. Fortunately most human behavior

I F. Earle Barcus, Television in the Afternoon Hours, (Newtonville, MassachusetlS: Action for Children's
Television, 1975), 1-51 passim.
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is learned observationally through modeling: from observing others one forms an idea of
how new behaviors are performed, and on later occasions, this coded information serves
as a guide for action."z Bandura continues to explain that television, films and other
visual media provide a symbolic model for socially acceptable behavior. "It has been
shown that both children and adults acquire attitudes, emotional responses, and new
styles of conduct through filmed and televised modeling.,,3
In a society where children spend at least two hours a day watching television and
have little interaction with their working parents, the television's influence on social
development is increased. Bandura adds, "With increasing use of symbolic modeling
[media], parents, teachers and other traditional role models may occupy less prominent
roles in socialleaming.,,4
Based on the social learning theory, television advertising influences the child's
social development by displaying models with which children can identify. Throughout
television programming and advertising, these models are either rewarded or punished for
the behaviors they exhibit. Studies confirm this, showing that the younger and more
impressionable a child is, the more likely he/she is to request the product he/she has seen
advertised on television. s
Recognizing the important role that television plays in teaching children how to
function within society, it is extremely important to examine the messages and techniques
being used in children-focused advertising. For many children, these messages and
techniques will be the main models that are educating them about consumerism.

Albert Bandura, Social Leaming Theory, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1977),22.
Ibid.• 39.
4 Ibid.
S Nancy Signorielli. A Sourcebook on Children and Television, (New York: Greenwood Press. 1991), 107.

2
3

3

Understanding that television advertising could possibly impact a child's social
development, this content analysis study will examine elements of breakfast cereal
advertisements that influence how children perceive consumerism. First, this study will
evaluate the amount of infonnation given concerning the cereal's role in a healthy diet.
The study will also look at the product infonnation given including infonnation about the
ingredients, price, and packaging sizes. Since television is teaching children about
society, it is also important to consider the representation of different genders and
ethnicities within the commercials. Finally, the content analysis study will look at what
other techniques the advertisers use to promote the cereal, including premiums and
contests.

4

CHAPTER II
CHILDREN AND TELEVISION ADVERTISING:

AGENERAL BACKGROUND
While technology has been rapidly changing the television world during the past
few decades with the invention of the satellite and the introduction of hi-definition
broadcasting, one thing has remained constant - parents' concern about the medium's
effects on their children. The majority of this concern involves the perceived negative
effects of advertising, especially food product promotions, on young minds. Activists'
belief that children are a vulnerable consumer group that many advertisers manipulate to
increase sales has led them to petition the Federal Communications Commission for
legislation that will ban all commercial advertising during children's programming.
When looking at the changing environment of children-focused television advertising, it
is important to understand the history of this struggle between advertisers, activist groups
and regulatory agencies.

The History of Children-Focused Television Advertising
Since the advent of television in the late 1940s, children have been closel y tied to
the medium. As marketers began selling television sets in the late 1940s and 1950s, they
focused their strategies on how children could benefit from the new technology.6 This
focus on children influenced the development of early programming. In the beginning,
the networks scheduled 27 hours of children's programming, supporting the marketing
strategy being used to sell the new technology.

6

Ibid., 3.

5

Once the new technology had been adopted by a large number of American
households, however, children's programming became less important to television
marketers. Instead, the networks focused on increasing audiences to support their
advertising. Since advertisers did not think that children had any buying power, they
ignored the children's market. They focused the late afternoon and early evening
programming, times that had the largest audiences, on reaching the adult population.
Since the afternoon time slot was occupied, children's programming found a new,
permanent home on Saturday morning.? Although the children's market was initially
ignored by advertisers, it did not take long before the toy makers began to market their
products during the Saturday morning programming, paying less to reach a child market
than advertisers paid to reach the adults, a discount that continues today.8
As cable television continues to develop, some stations, for example Nickelodeon
and the Cartoon Network, are devoting all of their programming to children. Advertisers
also continue to recognize the value of targeting the child audience, and they are willing
to pay to have their message reach the youngsters. Kellogg, Co., for example, spends
more than $25 million a year to promote Frosted Flakes, Corn Flakes, Rice Krispies, and
its other brands to kids, according to tracking services. 9 Children's programming is also
very profitable for the television stations also, with Nickelodeon's advertising revenues
reaching beyond $60 million in the 1990s. 1O

Ibid.
Ibid.
9 Jon Berry and Selina S. Guber, Marketing to and Through Kids, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1993) 14.
10 Ibid.
7

8

6

The History of Political Activism Related to Children-Focused Advertising
As the popularity of television grew, so did parents' concern about the effects of
the medium on their children. Activist groups began to show concern about television's
effects in the late 1960s. In 1968, Peggy Charren started Action for Children's Television
(ACT) when she convened a group of mothers, teachers, and local broadcasters for a
meeting in her home to discuss ways to improve children's programming. Throughout its
24-year eXistence, ACT petitioned the regulatory agencies to pass legislation that would
force broadcasters to offer children more educational programming as well as limit the
commercial aspects of children's programming. ACT closed its doors in 1992, after the
FCC passed the Children's Television Act of 1990, which addressed both of the
organization's key issues. I I
In addition to ACT, other groups including medical and education professional
organizations have criticized children-focused advertising. These groups cite a number
of reasons why they believe that children fall prey to advertisers' marketing tactics.
First, children are a vulnerable audience because they are heavy television
viewers. It is estimated that children today watch between 20,000 and 40,000
commercials each year, with children between the ages two and five watching about four
hours of commercial television each day and children between six and eleven watching
three and a third hours each day.12 Activists raise concern over this heavy use because

II Karen CarnpbeJl, "Making the Children's Hour Count; Founder of ACT closing up shop after 24 years
of watchdog work," Los Angeles Times 7 June 1992, TV Times 78.
12 Signorielli, 48.
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"The youngster graduating from high school today has spent many more hours in front of
the tube than he has spent in the classroom.',13
Second, children also say they enjoy the television advertising that interrupts their
programming. Since children enjoy the commercials, they are more likely than adults to
watch the commercials, which means the advertisers have a somewhat receptive
audience. 14 Studies show that the younger the child is, the more likely he/she is to
request the products he/she has seen advertised on television. 15 Activists argue that
advertisers' commercial messages teach these impressionable youngsters materialism by
encouraging them to desire a wealth of material possessions.
Another reason why children are vulnerable to the messages of the television
commercials is that they are unable to differentiate between the programs and the
advertisements. Although the FCC requires the networks to clearly separate the
programs from the commercials by using a message like, "We'll be right back after these
messages," young children are still unable to distinguish where the program ends and the
advertising begins. 16 Studies show that young children also do not understand the
marketing intent of television commercials. 17
More concern is created by food advertising, which represents the most prevalent
type of advertising directed at children. Critics have said that the type of foods advertised
to children is a very limited range of food, focused on very sugary cereals and candies. 1B

13 Alberta Engvall Siegel, forward to The Early Window: Effects a/Television on Children and Youth by
Robert M. Liebert, John M. Neale and Emily S. Davidson, (New York: Pergamon Press Inc., 1973), X.
14 SignorieIli, 102.
15 Ibid., 107.
16 Ibid., 105.
17 Ibid.
18 Research on the Effects a/Television Advertising on Children: A Review o/the Literature and
Recommendations/or Future Research, (Washington D.C.: National Science Office, 1977),107.
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Although many breakfast cereal advertisements mention a "balanced breakfast," many
young children do not understand what constitutes a balanced meal. 19

The Role of Regulatory Agencies Concerning Children-Focused Advertising
Activist groups have petitioned a number of regulatory agencies that have
influence over the practices of television advertisers. While the FCC and the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) are both government-related agencies, the Children
Advertising Review Unit of the Better Business Bureau is a self-regulating agency made
up representatives from corporations who advertise to young children. Each organization
plays a unique role in regulating children-focused advertising.
The Communication Act of 1934 established the FCC, the organization that issues
and renews broadcast television licenses. 2o After years of listening to activist groups
complain about lack of educational programming and the evils of children-focused
advertising, the FCC passed the Children's Television Act of 1990, legislation that has
reshaped the television advertising environment. This act allows the FCC to monitor
stations to ensure that they serve the educational and infonnational needs of children.
According to the new rules, a station's children-focused programming will be reviewed
as a condition of license renewal. The Children's Television Act also limits the number
of commercial minutes to 10.5 minutes per hour during the weekends and 12 minutes per
hour on the weekdays, down from 12 minutes on the weekends and 14 minutes on the
weekdays?!

Signorielli, 107.
Helen Katz and Bruce Vanden Bergh, Advertising Principles, (Chicago: NTClContemporary Publishing
Company, 1999),95.
21 Campbell, 78.
19

20

9

Another government-related regulatory agency that impacts children-focused
programming and advertising is the FTC. The 1914 Federal Trade Commission Act gave
the FTC the responsibility of protecting the marketplace from anti-competitive activities
that restricted trade, which involves all forms of advertising. The FTC's main concern is
that the content of advertising should be neither deceptive, nor unfair to other
.

comparues.

22

At the same time as the government-related agencies are watching advertising
practices, advertisers have developed systems to self-regulate. ill 1974, the Council of
Better Business Bureaus' (BBB) National Advertising Review Council (NARC) decided
to form the Children's Advertising Review Unit (CARU). CARU is composed of leading
experts in education, communication and child development as well as industry leaders
who work to create guidelines for the production of children-focused advertising. The
guidelines include instruction about product presentation and claims, sales pressure,
disclosures and disclaimers, comparative claims, endorsements and promotions by
program and/or editorial characters, premiums, promotions and sweepstakes, and safety.
CARU's basic activity involves the review and evaluation of children-focused advertising
to ensure that advertisers are following the guidelines that they have set. If a company's
advertisement is found to be misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent with the guidelines,
CARU asks the company to change the advertisement voluntarily. According to the
organization's web site, CARU handled 41 informal inquiries in 1998, five of which
involved advertisements for food products. 23

Katz, 89-95.
"The Children's Advertising Review Unit Self Regulatory Guidelines for Children's Advertising,"
(Washington D.C.: Council of Bener Business Bureau, Inc. 1999); available from
http://www.bbb.orgiadvertisingicaruguid.asp; Internet; accessed 29 Feb 2000.
2.2

23

10

This background research helps to put the study's potential findings into a
historical context. By understanding the relationship between children and television
advertising, the objections activist groups have about children-focused advertising and
the actions that regulatory agencies have taken to restrict the actions of television
advertisers, the significance of this study is put into a historical context and clarified.
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CHAPTER III
LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand the problem that the study is analyzing, it is important to
examine the relevant findings of previous researchers. These findings often point out
significant areas of study that the researcher may not have considered. They also help in
the development of coding categories and variables, the two tools used in content analysis
research. By carefully looking at the methods and findings of past studies, a researcher
can better focus the study and ensure that it is as accurate of a measurement as it an
possibly be.

Previous Research
Since children's advertising has become such a controversial issue over the last
three decades, there is a substantial amount of research focusing on both the effects of
and methods used in children-focused advertising. A great deal of attention was focused
on researching children-focused programming and advertising in the 1970s after activist
groups began pressuring the regulatory agencies to act. This attention seemed to drop off
in the 1980s and 1990s, a period of rapid technological growth within the television
industry.
In response to activist groups encouraging the regulatory agencies as well as the
public to examine television's effects on young children more closely, a number of
researchers, including Charles Winick and F. Earle Barcus, focused their studies on
analyzing the methods used in children's advertising. Winick was the first researcher to
take interest in the topic, publishing a content analysis of children's television
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commercials in 1973. The goal of his study was to better understand the general
characteristics of and the techniques being used in children-focused advertising. The
majority of children's commercials analyzed in this study were about 30 seconds long. 24
The study also discovered that "well established brands of cereal tend to communicate
themes of nutrition and health, while the 'unique selling proposition' of newer brands
tends to be something else, like shape or appearance.,,25 Although this study was a
thorough and reliable measure of children's advertising, it describes trends of 30 years
ago. Winick's study was also very broadly focused to help identify general trends
concerning children's advertising; therefore, few findings specifically addressed the
breakfast cereal industry.
At the same time as Winick, Barcus was conducting a number of content analysis
studies of both children's programming and advertising on behalf of Action for
Children's Television (ACT). Throughout the 1970s and 1980s Barcus analyzed
children's advertising that aired during afternoon programming as well as the advertising
that aired on the weekends.26 Within these studies, Barcus specifically considered trends
identified within the breakfast cereal commercials. Of specific interest to this study is
Barcus' 1975 study of children's advertising in the afternoon hours. The results of
Barcus' study will be compared with the results of this current analysis to identify any
changes that have occurred in the breakfast cereal advertising environment during the

24 Charles Winick et aI., Children's Television Commercials: A Content Analysis, (New York: Praeger
Publishers, 1973), 14.
25 Ibid., 83.
26 Barcus, F. Earle, Children's Television: An Analysis of Programming and Advertising, (New York:
Praeger, 1977); Food Advertising on Children's Television: An Analysis ofAppeals and Nutritional
Content, (Newtonville, MA: Action for Children's Television, 1978); Saturday Children's Television: A
Report on IV Programming and Advertising on Boston Commercial Television, (Cambridge, MA: Action
for Children's Television, 1971); Television in the Afternoon Hours, (Newtonville, Massachusetts: Action
for Children's Television, 1975); Weekend Commercial Children's -1975, (Cambridge, MA: Action for
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past 25 years. 27 His studies showed that cereal advertisements frequently used animation,
usually contained dramatic skits to display the product, used "sweetness" as a marketing
point, and incorporated either tastelflavor or health/nutrition as appeals. 28 Although 90%
of the cereal advertisements referred to the product as part of a balanced breakfast, none
of them portrayed the cereals as being a substitute for a balanced meal?9 Very few of the
cereal advertisements commented on the specific ingredients and nutrients within the
cereal. The gender of the children shown in the ads was a nearly equal representation,
but adult males made the majority of the voice-over announcements. 30 Although Barcus'
studies offer some very important information on what methods are used to advertise
breakfast cereals on television, the results are somewhat questionable because no intercoder reliability test was mentioned in any of the analyses.
In an effort to update Winick and Barcus' studies to reflect how advertisers had

responded to the FCC and FTC's suggested advertising guidelines, Doolittle and Pepper
published a content analysis study in 1975. The study analyzed a sample of 49
commercials that aired during the main networks' Saturday morning programming in
1974. 31 Doolittle and Pepper concluded from their results that few adjustments have been
made in how the children-focused advertisements present contemporary life since the
previous studies were conducted. Two of the major concerns they highlight are the lack
of equal gender and racial representation within the commercials. Of the 20 commercials
of the study that were breakfast cereal advertisements, only 7% of them had minority

Children's Television, 1975).
27 Barcus, Weekend Commercial, 1-51 passim.
28 Ibid., 50.
29 Ibid., 47-48.
30 Ibid., 34-35.
31 John Doolittle and Robert Pepper, "Children's Television Ad Content," Journal of Broadcasting 19,
no. 2 (1975): 131-142.
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characters in major roles. 32 These results are validated by an inter-coder reliability test,
but they do not accurately describe the cereal advertising because they combine all
breakfast foods into a category. Still, the study is a helpful measure of advertisers'
response to past FCC regulatory actions, an important aspect being studied in the current
analysis.
In the late 1970s and 1980s, little new research concerning the methods and
messages of children-focused advertising was published. Then, in 1988, Condry, Bence
and Schiebe published a study of Saturday morning and weekday afternoon commercials
from the years 1983, 1985, and 1987. 33 The purpose of their analysis was to replicate and
extend Barcus' study using samples collected during four months over a five-year period
of time. Over this five-year period, they discovered an increase in the percentage of
commercials for toys and a decrease in the percentage of commercials for cereals. 34 A
key lesson that the researchers suggest their analysis teach is the value of updating
information about the nature of television for children. They explain, "Several
generalizations from the findings in 1983 were no longer true in 1985."35
Perhaps the most relevant study is the one that was published most recently.
Kunkel and Gantz's analysis of children's television in the multi-channel environment
examined how advertisers were responding to the rapid growth of cable in the early
1990s. 36 The 604 hours of programming that were evaluated included advertising that
aired on Indianapolis stations as well as representation of the advertising aired on

Ibid., 138.
33 John Condry, Patricia Bence and Cynthia Scheibe, "Nonprogram Content of Children's Television,"
Journal ofBroaacasting and ELectronic Media 32, no. 3 (1988): 255-270.
34 Ibid., 263.
35 Ibid., 267.
36 Dale Kunkel and Walter Gantz, "Children's Television Advertising in the Multichannel Environment,"
Journal of Communication (Summer 1992): 134-152.

32
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Nickelodeon. The study shows that there are significant differences across the various
types of channels that air children-focused programming and advertising involving both
the placement and the content of advertising. For example, 31 % of the advertisements on
broadcast networks were for breakfast food, while only 12% of the cable stations'
adverti sing was for breakfast food. 37 Kunkel and Gantz also comment that the cereal
advertising disclosures are conveyed verbally using only the words "part of a balanced
breakfast." They cite other research that shows young children are not able to understand
the nutritional meaning of this statement. 38 They also concluded that despite the dramatic
changes in the television environment, many aspects of commercial practices seem to be
unaffected. 39 Since this content analysis' methodology includes an inter-coder reliability
measure, this data accurately represents the early 1990s television environment. The
Kunkel and Gantz study examines many of the questions that the current analysis sets out
to answer, but the sample examined was collected before the Children's Television Act of
1990 was passed into law. That means that one would expect less advertising in general
today due to the limitations of the legislation.
These previous studies guide the current research by pointing to key
characteristics that need to be examined. Combined, they work to map out the
development of the methods and messages used in children-focused advertising
throughout the past three decades. While a number of past studies examine the methods
and messages of children-focused advertising, none of them focus exclusively on
breakfast cereal advertising as this study does.

37
38

Ibid., 143.
Ibid., 150.
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Present Outlook
Since the collection of the samples analyzed in the present study, cable and
satellite services have continued to develop and become more popular. While advertisers
have even more channels from which to chose, no new legislation has been passed that
would alter the advertising environment. With the recent popularization of video games
and the Internet, the regulatory agencies and activists have refocused much of their
activities and energies on working to limit the negative affects of both mediums on
children.
Although there is a wealth of research studying children's advertising 20 years
ago, very little has been published about today's children's advertising industry, leaving
many questions about how television marketers have responded to recent changes in the
television environment. This review of previous studies has pointed to specific areas of
children-focused advertising that need to be examined for the first time and other areas
that need to be reexamined. By understanding the methodologies and results of past
studies, this analysis can be better focused and more accurate, so that it addresses areas of
children-focused advertising that need to be studied.

39
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES
Based on the careful examination of both the history of children's relationship
with television advertising and the relevant results of past studies, the following research
questions and hypotheses were developed to focus this analysis.

RQl: How do breakfast cereal advertisers use themes, music, animation, as well
as the characteristics of the actors and the presentation of the product in their television
commercials?
Based on previous research, I believe that this study will identify very strong
trends concerning the use of themes, music, animation, the characteristics of the actors
and the presentation of the product. I believe that these general characteristics Will, for
the most part, remain unchanged from past research.

HI: The use of promotions such as premiums, contests and personalities will not
differ significantly from the results of Barcus' 1975 study, which found 33% of the
breakfast cereal commercials used a premium offer, while none of the cereal commercials
used contests to entice young buyers. The previous study also found that 4% of the cereal
commercials used personalities. 4o
H2: The combined use of animation and live action will not differ significantly
from the results of Doolittle and Pepper's 1975 study, which found 71 % of the of the
breakfast cereal commercials used a combination of live action with animation. 41

40
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H3: The use of music will not differ significantly from the results of Doolittle
and Pepper's 1975 study, which found that 75% of children-focused advertising used
some form of music. 42
H4: The display of the product will not vary significantly from the results of
Barcus' 1975 study, which found that 52.6% of the commercials showed the product
being used.

43

H5: The use of themes to promote the cereal's characteristics will not vary
significantly from Barcus' 1975 study, which found that TastelFlavorlSmell was the most
popular theme, with HealthlNutrition and Texture also frequently used. 44
H6: The promotion of breakfast cereals as being part of balanced breakfast will
not differ significantly from Barcus' 1975 study, which found 94% of the commercials
showed or represented the cereal as part of a balanced mea1.

45

RQ2: How do the trends identified in today's breakfast cereal advertising
compare with the results of F. Earle Barcus' 1975 content analysis study of breakfast
cereal advertising?

In 1992, Kunkel and Gantz published a content analysis of children-focused
advertising. While they found differences between cable and network advertising, they
concluded that the majority of the commercial aspects have not changed significantly
since the 1970s. 46 Overall, I expect that this will be true for the current study as well;
however, I believe that there will be dramatic differences in key social areas due to the

Ibid.
Barcus, Afternoon Hours, 32-33.
44 Ibid., 50.
45 Ibid., 47-48.
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recent trend toward political correctness. I expect that this study will show advertisers
portraying both gender and race differently than they have in the past. In the past,
researchers have found that breakfast cereal advertisers tend to have male voiceovers, and
more male than female characters. In their 1975 study, Doolittle and Pepper concluded,
"No evidence exists to show that television advertising is making efforts toward
reflecting a society in which the sexes are equal.,,47 Historically, advertisers have also
used predominantly white characters. 48 I expect to see more female characters, as well as
better ethnic representation within the more recent commercials due to the recent social
pressures for gender and racial equity_
H7: The portrayal of gender, manifested both in the sex of the characters and the
offstage announcer, will significantly differ from the results of Barcus' 1975 study's
findings, which showed 58% of the characters being male and 42% being female. The
past study also found that males made 83% of the voiceover announcements within the
commercials. 49
H8: The portrayal of different races will differ significantly from Barcus' 1975
study's findings, which showed that 95% of the characters were white, while only 5%
were black, and no other minorities were represented in the commercials. 5o

RQ3: Are advertisers using different techniques in their commercials that are
aired on broadcast channels than the techniques that they use in their cable-aired
advertisements?

Kunkel, 150.
Doolittle, 140.
48 Barcus, Afternoon Hours, 35.
49 Ibid., 33-35.
46
47
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Based on Kunkel and Gantz's1992 analysis of children's television advertising, I
believe that this study will find differences between the advertising aired on network
stations and the advertising aired on cable channels. 51 While I think the overall trends
concerning the use of themes, music, animation, the characteristics of the actors and the
presentation of the product will be similar across the channel types, I believe that there
will be more cereal advertising aired on network stations than cable.
H9: While the methods and techniques used within the commercials aired on
cable and network stations will not differ significantly, the number of commercials aired
on the cable station will differ significantly from the number of commercials aired on the
network station.

so Ibid.
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CHAPTER V

METHODOLOGY
The purpose of documenting research is to present it in a way that other
researchers can replicate the study and endorse its accuracy. By carefully itemizing the
actions taken to conduct the study, it allows other researchers to assess the accuracy of
your findings based on the methodology employed.

Design of Study

Content analysis is "a research technique for the objective, systematic, and
quantitative description of the manifest content of communication." 52 This research
design is capable of yielding results that are very useful in identifying trends in the
content of communications given that the study's evaluation tools are well developed and
appropriate to the sample being examined. Great measures must be taken to ensure that
the content analysis tools, including the code definitions and the coding worksheet,
greatly reduce the opportunity for personal biases to influence the researchers' evaluation
of the sample units.
This content analysis study will examine the television breakfast cereal
commercials that aired on both network and cable stations in the years 1998 and 1999.
The study's main objective is to examine the advertisers' use of themes, music, and
animation as well as the characteristics of the actors and the presentation of the product in
the commercials. These findings will then be compared to the results of F. Earle Barcus'

Klaus Krippendorff, Content Analysis: An Introduction to its Methodology, (Beverly Hills. CA; Sage
Publications, 1980),21.
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1975 study of breakfast cereal advertising53 to better understand the impact, if any, recent
developments in the television environment, including the popularization of cable and
recent FCC legislation, have had on the practices of this particular group of advertisers.

Sampling Procedures
A total sample of 31 television breakfast cereal commercials was collected in two
segments. Both segments involved the simultaneous recording of programming on a
network channel, Fox, and a cable station, Nickelodeon. These two stations were
selected for the study because they represent the Number 1 and 2 networks for children's
programming. 54 The first segment of the sample was collected from 3-4 p.m. during the
week of June 15-19, 1998, while the second segment represented the same programming
hour during the week of August 2-6, 1999. Both of the weeks included in the study
represent nonnal programming weeks. The 3-4 p.m. programming hour was selected for
two reasons. First, the afternoon hours are a very popular viewing time for children, and,
in turn, a popular time for children-focused advertisements. Second, Barcus' study with
which these results will be compared evaluated children's television in the afternoon
hours, and it is important to compare similar programming times.
To collect the sample, two VCRs were programmed to record the programming
on both Fox and Nickelodeon from 3-4 p.m. during the two selected weeks. All of the
breakfast cereal commercials that appeared within the recorded programming were then
removed from the programming and transferred to a coding videocassette. Any
commercials that appeared more than once in the recorded programming were only
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represented once on the coding tape and in the results. The first segment of the study
included 18 commercials, while the second included 13 advertisements.

Unit of Analysis
The unit of analysis for this study was each individual breakfast cereal
commercial.

Category Construction
To ensure that the results of the content analysis would be an objective,
systematic and quantitative description of the commercials, categories were developed
and defined to aid researchers in the coding process. According to Harold Kassarjian,
"Content analysis is no better than its categories since they reflect the formulated
thinking, the hypotheses, and the purpose of the study.,,55 Many of the categories
included in the study were the same categories and defmitions that Barcus used in his
study. 56 Detailed definitions were developed for each category to reduce the opportunity
for researchers' personal biases to affect their evaluation of the commercials. 57 The
categories were used to develop a coding worksheet that allowed the researchers to easily
make quantitative evaluation of the variables of interest in this study.58
In the first segment of the study, the coding instrument and definitions were pre
tested by the researcher and two other students. The three participants individually
evaluated five cereal commercials selected from the total sample with an overall

Harold Kassarjian, ''Content Analysis in Consumer Research," Journal of Consumer Research Vol.4
(1977): 12.
56 Barcus, I-51 passim.
57 The coding definitions used in the study are in Appendix A.
55
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agreement of 95.9%. Any categories that had less than an 85% agreement rate in this
pretest were either modified or eliminated before conducting the actual study. The
researcher and a different pair of researchers also conducted a pre-test study of the coding
instrument before the actual coding of the second segment of the study. The three
researchers evaluated three of the 13 commercials achieving a 96.6% agreement rate.
None of the categories were modified after this second pretest because the researcher did
not want to create any internal validity problems by altering the worksheet halfway
through the study. In the cases where the coders disagreed about a particular measure, a
decision was made to use the measurement that was agreed upon by two of the three
coders.
The final coding worksheet that was used to evaluate all 31 commercials
examined five broad areas, including (1) general description, (2) pictorial and audio
presentation, (3) product presentation, (4) information presentation, and (5) thematic use.

Coding Procedures
Both segments of the sample were coded separately by the researcher and fOUf
student assistants, two for each segment, who had not participated in the pretest reliability
study. None of the four students who assisted the researcher had studied content analysis
or communications theories; therefore, they had limited background knowledge that
would encourage bias.
A few days before the study, each student received the same packet of
information, which included a brief instruction letter, the code definitions and a sample
coding worksheet. The students read over the information before meeting with the
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researcher to evaluate the samples. The researcher reviewed the information before the
analysis began, answering any questions that the students had about the methodology of
the study.
In his guidebook for conducting content analysis studies, Klaus Krippendorff
explains, "Individuals should be able to work with the coding instructions as their sole
guide. They should have only minimal, if any, access to sources of uncontrollable
information else these instructions are amended in unanticipated directions. And they
should work with an absolute minimum of informal communication among themselves
else surreptitious agreements on interpretations emerge.,,59 In accordance with these
instructions, the researchers had minimal interaction throughout the evaluation of the
commercial segments. When students would ask the researcher questions, she would
refer them to the code definitions. The three coders evaluated the sample of commercials
at the same time, reviewing each commercial as many times as needed to complete the
coding worksheet.

Intercoder Reliability

To ensure that the coding categories were well defined and limited the influence
of coders' personal biases, intercoder reliability tests were conducted both before and
after the actual analysis of the commercials. According to Kassarjian, "Interjudge
reliability is the percentage of agreement between several judges processing the same
communications material. It is the degree of consistency between coders applying the
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same set of categories to the same content.,,60 All reliability tests conducted in this study
were measured by the ratio of coding agreements to the number of coding decisions.
As mentioned earlier, before the actual coding of both segments of the sample, a
reliability pretest was conducted using a small portion of the sample to ensure the
relevancy of the coding categories. With the first segment, any category that did not
achieve above 85% intercoder reliability index was either modified or excluded from the
study. The researcher conducted a reliability pretest for the second segment as well, but
decided not to modify the coding tools between the two segments to avoid possible
internal validity problems.
While these reliability pretests were helpful in detennining the relevance of the
coding tools, the reliability measure of the actual study was of paramount importance to
prove that the study had reached an acceptable level of objectivity, an essential
component of a content analysis study. The overall reliability of this content analysis
was 95.6%, a very acceptable level of agreement.

Data Analysis Procedures
The results of both segments were combined and analyzed in their entirety using
the computer program Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). First,
frequencies were calculated to detennine the prevalence of certain trends within this
sample. Then, cross tabulation comparisons were calculated to detennine possible
differences between the commercials that aired on the network station and the
advertisements that aired on the cable station. Finally, cross tabulation comparisons were
calculated to compare the results with Barcus' 1975 findings. The chi square test w~
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employed to establish the level of statistical significance. The test has been used in
several studies involving content analysis. 61

According to Stempel, the chi square is an appropriate statistical test for content studies. The chi square
is a test of the distribution of frequencies. The formula for the chi square is:
{observed frequency - expected frequency)2
Chi Square:::;;
expected frequency
A chi square value at the .05 level for 1 degree of freedom is 3.84. Thus, a value larger than 3.84 suggests
a real difference or a statistically significant difference, not merely a chance difference. The chi square test
allows the content analyst to draw simple, clear-cut conclusions. In addition, it can be applied to any size
table. However, chi square requires an expected frequency of at least 5 in each cell. See Guido H. Stempel
Ill, "Content Analysis," in Guido H. Stempel III and Bruce Westley, eds., Research Methods in Mass
Communication (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1981), 122-123.
61
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The study analyzed a total sample of 31 breakfast cereal commercials, 19 of
which aired on Fox, the network channel, and 12 aired on Nickelodeon, the cable
channel. The following sections describe the most significant findings, including the
identification of general trends and the comparison of the network-aired commercials and
cable-aired commercials as well as the comparison of the current study's findings with
the results of previous research.

General Content Patterns of Breakfast Cereal Advertising
Based on the frequencies generated in the analysis of this sample, general trends
have appeared concerning the content of breakfast cereal advertising.
In general, the majority (87.1 %) of the commercials were 30 seconds in length,

and they predominantly (96.8%) promoted sugar cereals.

Table 1. The Use of Promotions within the Commercials
Frequency
%
Category (N=31)
Premium
22.6
Premium offered inside box
7
Premium offered with proof of
9.7
3
purchase and extra money
20
Premium not offered
64.5
Other
3.2
1
31
100
Total
Contest
Contest offered
9.7
3
28
90.3
Contest not offered
100
31
Total
Personality
Personality tie-in used
16
51.6
15
48.4
Personality tie-in not used
100
Total
31
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The study produced interesting results concerning the promotional techniques
used by advertisers within the commercials. 35.5% of the commercials offered a
premium of some kind, with 22.6% of the commercials offering the premium inside the
box and 9.7% offering the premium with a proof of purchase and additional money.
Another promotional technique, contests, was also used by some advertisers. Three of
the commercials (9.7%) publicized a special contest as a means to promote their cereal.
In addition to premiums and contest, some advertisements featured personality tie-ins.

Whether it was Tony the Tiger or a famous baseball player, 51.6% of commercials
incorporated a personality.
The first hypothesis predicted that the trends concerning the use of promotional
techniques would remain relatively the same as the trends identified in Barcus' study.
While the use of premiums has remained similar to the findings of the 1975 study, which
showed 33% of the breakfast commercials used a premium offer, significant changes
have occurred concerning the use of personalities and contests since Barcus' study. In
1975, Barcus found that 4% of the commercials used personalities and none of the
commercials discussed contests, which means that the use of both promotional tactics has
greatly increased in the past few decades. 62 Therefore, this finding does not support the
first hypothesis.
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Table 2. The Use of Animation within the Commercials
Cate~ (N=3!)

Frequency

%

7
7
17
31

22.6
22.6
54.8
100

Animation
Animated
Not Animated
Mixed animation
Total

The majority of the advertisements (54.8%) used some form of mixed animation
combining live action with animated scenes, while 22.6% did not use any form of
animation and another 22.6% were completely animated. This finding supports the
second hypothesis that predicted that the use of animation would be similar to the use of
animation in Doolittle and Pepper's 1975 study, which found that 71 % of the
commercials used mixed animation. 63

Chart 3. The Use of Music within the Commercials
Category (N=31)
Frequency
%
Music
Jingle
3
9.7
1
3.2
Music with lyrics
26
83.9
Music without lyrics
1
Other music
3.2
Total
31
100

Concerning the use of music, 83.9% of the commercials used music without
lyrics. The rest of the commercials used music in one form or another. This finding is in
line with the findings of Doolittle and Pepper's 1975 study, which found that 75% of the
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commercials used some form of music, supporting the third hypothesis, which predicted
that the use of music in the current study would reflect the trends of past studies. 64
Chart 4. Findings Concerning the Presentation of the Product
Category (N=31)

Frequency

%

6
2
19
3
1
31

19.4
6.5
61.2
9.7
3.2
100

22

71

Format
Offstage Announcing
Onstage Announcer
Dramatic Skit
Musical Structure
Talking Product
Total

Product Display
Shown in use
Shown, but not in use
Total

9

29

31

100

Clear trends concerning the format of the commercials and the style of product
display were identified within the sample. Dramatic skits were the most popular format
(61.3%), and the majority of the commercials showed the product being eaten (71 %).
The current results seem to be in line with Barcus' results, which said that the majority of
advertisers showed the product being used.

65

Therefore this finding supports the fourth

hypothesis, which predicted this similarity.
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Table 5. The Presentation of Product Information within the Commercials
%
Category (N=31)
Frequency
Product Information
Reference made to
N/A
0
nutritional information
No reference made to
31
100
nutritional information
Total
31
100
Product said to be part of
balanced meal
Product not said to be part
of balanced meal
Total

30

96.8

1

3.2

31

100

Product shown to be part
of balanced meal
Product not shown to be
part of balanced meal
Total

31

100

0

N/A

31

100

Advertisers made very obvious efforts to promote their products as part of a
balanced breakfast. Concerning the product information that was include in the
advertisements, 96.8% of the commercials were said to be part of a balanced breakfast,
while every commercial showed the cereal as part of a balanced breakfast. These results
support the sixth hypothesis by showing that almost all of today's advertisers represent
their product as part of a balanced meal, a trend we also saw in Barcus' 1975 study.66
However, a major difference exists in how nutritional information was presented in the
1975 study compared to today. While none of the current study's commercials referred
to the nutritional value of the cereals, 41 % of the commercials in Barcus' study
commented about nutritional aspects of the cereals. 67
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Table 6. Thematic Usage within the Commercials
Category (n=66)

Frequency

%

9
2
1

13.6
3.0
1.5
4.5
1.5
3.0
18.2
37.9
7.6
1.5
1.5
100

Themes
Appearance of Product
Quantity/Size/Amount
Peer statuslPopularity
Action/Strength/Power/Speed
Adventure
Uniqueness
Newness
TastelFlavor/Smell
Texture
FunlHappiness

1
2
12
25
5
1

HealthJNutritionlWell-being
Total

66

3

1

The study found that 25 of the commercials analyzed used the TastelFlavor/Smell
theme. Other popular themes were Newness, which was used in 12 of the commercials,
and Appearance of the Product, which was used in 9 of the commercials. While the
TastelFlavor/Smell theme was very popular in both the current study and the Barcus
study, the fact that there was such a sharp decrease in the use of the
HealthlNutritionlWell-being theme, which was the most popular theme in the past study,
and the addition of the Newness and Uniqueness themes, which were not used at all in
the previous study, do not support the fifth hypothesis that suggested there would be little
variation in the use of themes between the two studies. 68
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Table 7. Age and Gender of Announcers
Category (N=31)
Frequency
Who Speaks for the Product
Adult male
27
Male child
2
Other male
0
Total males
29

%

87.1
6.5
N/A
93.5

Adult female
Female child
Other female
Total females

0
2
0
2

N/A
6.5
N/A
6.5

Total males
Total females
Total

29
2
31

93.5
6.5
100

The gender of the voiceover announcer was predominantly male, with 93.5% of
the commercials using a male announcer and 6.5% using a female announcer.

Table 8. Age and Gender of Characters
%
Category (n=79)
Frequency
Sex/Gender of Characters
Male child 10
12.7 %
15.2%
Male teen 12
Male adult 14
17.7%
Male animal 6
7.6%
Total males 42
53.2%
Female characters
Female child 10
12.7%
Female teen 9
11.4%
Female adult 6
7.6%
Female animal 2
2.5%
34.2%
Total females 27
Total characters
12.6%
Indeterminables 10
42
53.2%
Total males
Total females 27
34.2%
Total 79
100%
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Overall, gender depiction of the characters is somewhat equal, with 53.2% male
characters and 34.2% female characters. The comparisons of the genders of the
announcer and characters do not support the seventh hypothesis, which proposed that
there would be significant differences in the portrayal of gender between the two studies.
The nearly similar representation of gender is something that we see in both studies, but it
seems like the gap has shrunk since the 1970s. While women are still not portrayed as
much as men, there is a trend toward more equal representation within the characters.
Within the announcers, however, men continue to dominate. In fact, since the Barcus
study, which found that men made 83% of the announcements, the percentage of male
announcers has increased. 69

Chart 9. Racial Re.l!resentation within the Commercials
Freq.
%
Category
Race
Commercials with white characters
27
87.1
Commercials without white characters
12.9
4
31
Total
100
Commercials with black characters
13
41.9
Commercials without black characters
18
58.1
100
Total
31
3.2
Commercials with Hispanic characters
1
96.8
Commercials without Hispanic characters
30
Total
100
31
19.4
Commercials with Asian characters
6
Commercials without Asian characters
25
80.6
Total
31
100
Commercials with indeteminable race characters
32.2
10
Commercials without indetenninable race
67.8
21
characters
Total
31
100
The racial representation within the commercials points to a trend of more equal
ethnic representation. While white characters are still the most prevalent, appearing in 27
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of 31 commercials, black, Asian, and Hispanic characters are also appearing, although
not at the same frequency. Nonetheless, this finding shows that dramatic changes have
occurred in the portrayal of race since the 1970s when 95% of the characters were white,
5% were black, and no other minorities were represented.70 These results support the
eighth hypothesis, which predicted there would be a significant difference in the pOitrayal
of race.

Differences Between Network Commercials and Cable Commercials
The study involved cross tabulation comparisons between the characteristics of
the cable-aired commercials and the characteristics of the network-aired commercials.
Based on that comparison, no significant differences were identified between the
commercials aired on the two different channel types. This finding does not support the
ninth hypothesis, which predicted a significant difference in the number of commercials
aired on each channel type based on previous research findings.

Differences Between Current Study and 1975 Barcus Study
The study also involved cross tabulation comparisons between the results of the
current study and the results of Barcus' 1975 analysis of children-focused advertising that
appeared during afternoon television. Based on that comparison, significant differences
were identified concerning the product infonnation given, promotional techniques used,
the themes used, and the gender and race of characters and announcers in the two studies'
samples.
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While the majority of the information presented in the commercials today reflects
the same trends in the information presented in the 1975 study, significant differences
were identified concerning the information about ingredients and nutrition. While 4% of
the commercials in Barcus' study mentioned that an ingredient was either natural or
artificial, none of the commercials in the current study did (chi square::=50.3, df=l,
p<.05).71 There was also a significant decrease in the amount of nutritional information
presented within the commercials. While 41 % of the commercials in Barcus' study made
reference to the nutritional content of the cereal, none of the commercials in the current
study mentioned nutritional information (chi square =18.3, df=l, p<.05).72
Another area of significant differences between the two studies was the
promotional tactics used within the commercials. While the use of premiums has
remained at a relatively constant level since the 1970s, there has been a dramatic increase
in the use of personalities and contests. In the previous study, 3.5% of the commercials
used personality tie-ins, while 51.6% of the commercials included in the current study
used personalities (chi square=38.3, df=l, p<.05).73 Also, there has been a significant
increase in the use of contests, from none being used in Barcus' sample to the results of
the current study that show 9.6% of the commercials used contests (chi square=8.4, df=l,
p<.05).74 This significant change suggests that advertisers have begun exploring the use
of various promotional tactics in an effort to distinguish their cereal from the rest.
The cross tabulation comparison between the current study and Barcus' 1975
study also identified significant differences in the use of themes. While the
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HealthlNutritionfWell-being theme represented 34% of the overall themes used in the
commercials in Barcus' study, it only accounted for 1.5% of the themes used in the
current study. Instead, 37.9% of the themes used in the current study's sample used the
TastelFlavorlSmell theme, which accounted for 36% of the themes used in Barcus' study.
It is also important to note that two themes appeared in the present study's commercials

that did not appear at all in Barcus' study; the Newness theme accounted for 18.2% of
the total number of themes used in this study's sample and the uniqueness theme
represented 3% of the overall themes (chi square=25.2, df=6, p<.05).75 Again, this
finding points to a trend of using different promotional messages and tactics to encourage
young children to buy a certain brand.
The study also discovered a significant difference in the gender and age of the
announcers. While an adult male did 87% of the offstage voiceover announcing in the
current study, an adult male only made 32% of the announcements in the Barcus study.
Overall, males accounted for 93.5% of the voiceover announcements in the current study
and 83% in the previous study (chi square=33.4, df=4, p<.05). 76 This marks a dramatic
increase in the use of male announcers.
Additionally, the comparison identified significant differences in the age and
gender of the characters within the commercials analyzed in Barcus' 1975 study and the
current study. While today's commercials still have more male characters than female,
the gender representation seems to be more balanced than in the past. While 58% of the
characters in Barcus' study were male, 51 % of the characters in the present study were
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male (chi square=108.9, df=8, p<.05).77 Despite the movement to more equally represent
the genders in the characters presented, there has been a decrease in the number of female
voiceovers since the 1970s.
Finally, there was a significant difference between the Barcus study and the
current study concerning the race of the characters portrayed in the commercials. While
95% of the characters were white and 5% were black in the previous study, 47.3% were
white and 22.8% were black in the current study (chi square=45.0, df=2, p<.05). The
current study also shows much greater minority representation, with 29.8% of the
characters being a minority race, while there were no other minority characters in Barcus'
study.78 This significant change suggests that advertisers are making a conscious effort to
cast more minority actors in their commercials and reflects the recent trend toward racial
equity within society.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study content analyzed 31 breakfast cereal commercials, with 19
commercials coming from network-aired programming and 12 coming from cable-aired
programming. The purpose of the study was to build on past research by examining how
television advertisers have responded to the technological advancements and regulatory
legislation that have recently affected the advertising environment. Content analysis
techniques were employed to examine the use of themes, music, animation, as well as the
characteristics of the actors and the presentation of the product. The following research
questions were examined. First, how do breakfast cereal advertisers use themes, music
and animation, as well as the characteristics of the actors and the presentation of the
product in their television commercials? Second, how do the trends identified in today's
breakfast cereal advertising compare with the results of F. Earle Barcus' 1975 content
analysis study of breakfast cereal advertising? Third, are advertisers using different
techniques in their commercials that are aired on broadcast channels than the techniques
that they use in their cable-aired advertisements?

Summary and Conclusions

The results of this study suggest that, overall, advertisers have not made many
changes in their techniques and methods since the 1970s, despite the rapid growth of
cable specialization and the institution of regulatory legislation. While a few significant
differences were identified between the current study and Barcus' 1975 study, no
significant differences were found between the cable-aired and network-aired
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commercials. The fact that no significant differences were found between the network
aired and cable-aired commercials is, in fact, significant, because it counters the finding
of Kunkel and Gantz's 1992 study, which found numerous differences across the channel
types. 79
Since the 1970s, major changes have been made concerning the portrayal of race
and gender within the commercials. The movement toward more equal representation of
the genders, as well as the inclusion of minority characters, seems to reflect social
pressures to be politically correct. Despite this movement toward equal representation of
males and females, men are still making the vast majority of voiceover announcements.
It is also interesting to note the increase in the use of contests and personalities as
promotional techniques. As the number of cereals available on the market continues to
increase, advertisers are turning to these different promotional tactics to differentiate their
cereals.
Another major finding concerns the presentation of nutritional information.
While the majority of the commercials stated that the cereal was part of a balanced
breakfast and then visually showed the cereal being eaten with other breakfast foods, few
of the commercials commented on the nutritional value of the cereal. This points to a
severe decrease in the amount of nutritional information presented about the product over
the past few decades.

Limitations
As with all studies, there are limitations to this one. It is important to recognize
possible limitations to this study and the results that it has produced. First, the sample
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that was analyzed was only 31 commercials, which is a small sample for this type of
study. Second, it is also important to recognize that the commercial sample represented
only two television channels. Both the size of the sample and the fact that the data only
reflects the commercials aired on two stations may have affected the results, especially
concerning trends. Perhaps if the sample had been larger, it would have identified
differences between the cable-aired and the network-aired commercials. Despite the
possible interference of these limitations, as noted in the methodology, great lengths were
taken to ensure that this research was an accurate measure of the methods and techniques
used in today's children-focused breakfast cereal advertising.
Notwithstanding the above shortcomings, this study makes at least two
contributions to current knowledge concerning children-focused advertising. First, it
provides evidence that advertisers are making efforts toward more accurately portraying
the gender and race of the characters. Second, the study also challenges previous
findings by showing no significant differences between cable-aired and network-aired
commercials.

Recommendations
This study's findings have very practical implications concerning future
regulatory actions. Despite the passing of the Children's Act of 1990, the techniques and
methods of children-focused advertising have changed very little. In fact, we see less
nutritional infonnation in today's commercial than we saw 30 years ago. As the social
learning theory postulates, television provides children with a model of desired behavior,
and it is important that advertisers take their role in the social development of children
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seriously. While advertisers have begun taking steps toward a more equal depiction of
race and gender, more actions need to be taken. They need to begin using more female
announcers and continue to increase their use of female actors. They also need to
continue representing racial minorities in the advertisements. Another area of concern is
the presentation of nutritional infonnation. While the study found that nearly all of the
commercials both verbally and visually represented the cereal as part of a balanced meal,
it also found that few advertisements describe the nutritional characteristics of the cereal.
Parents need to counteract this infonnation void by teaching their children about nutrition
and what constitutes a balanced breakfast.
In response to the major areas of social concern that this study identified, the
regulatory agencies, including both the government and self-regulatory groups, need to
explore enacting legislation that requires advertisers to act in socially responsible manner
both when portraying gender and race within the commercials and when presenting
nutrition infonnation about the product.
While this study builds on previous studies, it should be used as a stepping stone
for larger, more encompassing research about children-focused-advertising in the
changing television environment. Further research is necessary to examine a larger
sample of commercials from several network and cable channels to more deeply explore
the social aspects of the commercials, especially the portrayal of race and gender since
these were the areas of the most significant changes.
It would also be beneficial to conduct a broader analysis of children-focused
advertising that examines other product categories. While this study suggests that there
have been changes made in the representation of gender and race within breakfast cereal
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advertising, it is important to measure whether these changes are reflected in the
advertising of other products or if they are limited to breakfast cereal advertising.
If all the present study does is to provide updated finclings concerning the use of

specific techniques and methods and the portrayal of race and gender within network
aired and cable-aired breakfast cereal commercials, it will have accomplished its
objective, which was to analyze how advertisers have responded to the recent dramatic
changes within the breakfast cereal advertising environment.
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APPENDIX A
CODING INSTRUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

CODING INSTRUCTIONS
This study is a content analysis of different breakfast cereal advertisements aired
during children's programming. It is designed to look at the methods used by advertisers
as well as the messages conveyed in the commercials.
The unit of analysis in this study is the individual commercials aired on Fox and
Nickelodeon between 3-4pm.
In order to be a valid study, this content analysis must be objective, systematic,
and quantitative. It is imperative that all coders use the same definitions as they examine
the sample. These definitions are listed on the following pages. Coders must also set
aside any biases or preconceived ideas they may have about the breakfast cereal
advertisements while they are coding. Coders must only comment on the actual
commercial without reading any deeper into perceived messages.
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CATEGORY DEFINITIONS
Product Name:

This refers to the brand name of the cereal being advertised in the
commercial. If the brand name is not listed, mark "Other" and
write the brand name in the "Please specify" area.

Manufacturer:

This refers to the manufacturer of the breakfast cereal. In this
study, the manufacturer will be Kellogg, General Mills, Post, or
Quaker Oats. If the manufacturer does not fit into one of these
categories, mark other and specify the name of the different
manufacturer.

Station:

In this study, the station that the commercial was aired will either
be Fox or Nickelodeon.

Length of Commercial: How long did the commercial last? For this study, the length
of the commercial could range from fifteen seconds to more than a
minute. This aspect of the study is important to see how
advertisers have responded to the recent restrictions made by the
FCC concerning the amount of advertising pennitted during an
hour of children's programming.
Cereal Type:

The cereal will either be "Sugared" or "Non-sugared." A
"Sugared" cereal would be Frosted Rakes and a "Non-sugared"
cereal would be Special K. If a cereal cannot be categorized as
either "Sugared" or "Non-sugared", it should be labeled other. If
you label a cereal as "Other", please explain why it cannot be
considered "Sugared" or "Non-sugared." This category is
important to the study because activists are concerned that children
are only being exposed to a limited variety of food products that
are mainly composed of sugar.

Brand Repetition in Audio: How many times is the brand name repeated throughout
the commercial? This count should include any time the product
name is mentioned, and the number can range from one to more
than ten times. This category will study how advertisers use
repetition to reinforce their messages to young viewers. Since
most cereals are basically very similar, advertisers need to create
strong brand images in order to establish their product.
Animation:

The commercial can either be animated, not animated, or a mixture
of animation and live action. In order to code the commercial as
being "Animated," the entire commercial including all of the
characters and settings should be animated. If the entire
commercial consists of real people without any special animated
effects, you would code the commercial as "Not animated." If
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there is a mixture of live action and animation or animation is used
to create special effects, code the commercial as "Mixed". The
"Other" category should be used only if you are unable to
determine if animation is used in the commercial. If you mark
"Other," please specify why you were unable to mark one of the
three other categories. When animation is used, advertisers are
better able to manipulate the product. They often make the product
do things that it could not normally do. Animation also makes it
more difficult for young children to distinguish the commercials
from the cartoon programming.
Music:

It is important to study the use of music in children's advertising
because children respond well to music. "Music is universal\?,
loved by children of all ages; They react instinctively to it."s
There are five categories for coding the musical aspect of the
commerciaL The first category, "Jingle," refers to a song that
contains references to the advertised product. "Other music with
lyrics," should be used if the music in the commercial has some
lyrics that do not refer directly to the product. The third category,
"Other music without lyrics," refers to any music or background
music that does not have any lyrics. If the commercial does not
include any type of music, you should mark "No music." In some
instances, you may not be able to determine the type of music, if
any, so you should mark "Other" and specify what makes the
music indeterminable.

Premiums:

Many cereal brands offer a premium such as a toy or special offer.
For many children, "getting a prize along with a bowl of cereal is
like getting a free present."SI In a content analysis performed in
1975, F. Earle Barcus discovered that 33% of the breakfast cereals
offered some type of premium. S2 It is important to see if
advertisers are still using this marketing method which was very
popular 20 years ago. There are four categories that apply to the
premiums. First, if the commercial offers a premium that is
included inside the box you should mark "Premium offered inside
box." If the premium is offered after you send in a proof of
purchase and extra money, you should mark "Premium offered
with proof of purchase and extra money." Certain commercials
will not offer any type of premium. These commercials should be
coded as "Premium not offered." If you are unable to determine
how to code the premium, please mark "Other" and specify why
you were unable to code this aspect of the commercial.

Shailaja Bajpai and Narnita Unnikrishnan, The Impact o/Television Advertising on Children (Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sag Publications Inc., 1996), 170.
81 Berry, 171.
82 Barcus, Afternoon Hours, 45.
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Length of Time Dedicated to Premium: It is important to study how much of the entire
cereal commercial is being dedicated to the advertising of the
premium associated with the product. If a commercial dedicates
the entire commercial to promoting the premium, nothing has been
said about the actual product being sold. The length of time
dedicated to advertising the premium could range from no time to
more than 30 seconds. Usually the premium is advertised during
the last portion of the commercial.
Format:

Advertisers use a certain format to create different commercials.
Some commercials are meant to show the cereal being eaten in a
realistic setting. Since how the advertisers chose to set up the
commercial affects the message that is being created, it is
important aspect to study. There are six different codes that can be
used to describe the commercial, but you can only mark the one
that best describes the commercial. First, the commercial may
only have an "Offstage voice announcing" different things about
the product. The commercial may have someone onscreen
announce about the cereal which would be coded "Onstage
announcer." Often the commercial is a "Dramatic skit" in which
the characters are doing the majority of the talking and there is
some sort of story line that mayor may not include the product. If
the majority of the commercial is made up of musical jingles with
little actual announcing, you should mark "Musical structure." If
the commercial is made up of the product talking about itself, you
should mark ''Talking product." Finally, if you are unable to
determine the format of the commercial, mark "Other" and
describe what makes the commercial different from the listed
categories.

Style of Product Display: The product can be displayed in many different ways during
the commercial. Advertisers can easily deceive young children
through their depiction of the product. If the product is shown
being used, you should mark "Product shown in use." If the
product is shown, but not shown in use, you should mark "Product
displayed without showing in use." If the product is never shown,
but the product's name is mentioned, you should mark "Product
name only mentioned." Finally, if you are unable to determine
how the product is displayed, you should mark "Other" and specify
what makes the product display difficult to code.
Duration of Product Display: The amount of time the product is actuall y displayed
during the commercial is also very important to study. If the
product is on the screen during the entire commercial, you should
mark "Product continuously on screen." If the product is shown at
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different times during the commercial, you should mark "Product
displayed intermittently." If the product is only displayed for less
than ten seconds, you should mark "Product only displayed
briefly." In the cases when the product is not shown, you should
mark "Product not shown." Finally, if you are unable to determine
which type of display accurately describes the commercial, you
should mark "Other" and specify what makes the commercial
difficult to code.

Who Speaks for the Product: In every commercial, someone speaks for the product.
According to the social learning theory, this announcer may be
helping to fonn young children's ideas about gender roles in
society. It is important to see if more males than females are
announcing the commercials. The speaker can be an adult male,
adult female, male child, female child, other male, other female, or
undeterminable. "Child" will be used to describe anyone between
he ages of 2 and 18. Other male and female refer to non-human
characters. If you are unable to determine the speaker, mark
"undeterminable" and describe the speaker.
Sex and Age Group of Characters: This category refers only to the main characters of
the commercial. It disregards crowd scenes. Once again, social
learning theory suggests that it is important to study who is being
shown using the product. Code only the three main characters of
the commercial. These characters can be male or female
children(ages 2-12), male or female teens, male or female adults,
male or female animals, or indeterminable. If you are unable to
determine the characters, mark "undeterminable" and describe the
character.
Ethnic Status:

Once again, this category refers only to the main characters of the
commercial. It disregards crowd scenes. In Barcus' 1975 study of
afternoon children's programming, he found that 95% of the
characters in the commercials were white while only 5% were
black. s3 Since the United States claims to have made many strides
in the relations between whites and blacks, it will be interesting to
see if the depiction of the races is more equal now than it was 20
years ago. Only code for the three main characters of the
commercial, but include animated characters. The characters can
be white, black, Asian, Hispanic, another minority or
indeterminable. If you are unable to determine the ethnicity of a
character, mark "Indeterminable" and describe the character.

Personality Tie-in:

Advertisers often try to link their product to a celebrity or
recognizable person. For example, Cocoa Pebbles uses the
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Flintstones to advertise their product. This category also includes
a frequently used spokesperson for the product. Include in this any
character that is frequently used to advertise the product. For
example, Tony the Tiger is used often to advertise Frosted Flakes.
Four percent of the breakfast cereal commercials in Barcus' 1975
study used personality tie-ins. 84 It is important to study this aspect
of the commercials because it could be used to mislead young
children who have difficulty distinguishing between the
programming and the advertisements. If the commercial uses a
personality tie-in, mark "Yes." If no personality tie-in is used,
mark "No."
Program Tie-in:

Sometimes, advertisers try to link their product to a program
within which they are advertising. This technique may also
confuse young children who cannot distinguish the commercials
from the programming. If the commercial uses a program tie-in,
mark "Yes." If no program tie-in is used, mark "No."

Endorsement-Testimonial: An endorsement-testimonial is when someone, especially a
celebrity, comments about hislher successful use of a product as
part of a commercial. An example of this is when the adults in
Frosted Flakes commercials attest to their use of the cereal. Barcus
found only 1% of the breakfast cereal commercials in his 1975
study used this type of appeal. 8S If the commercial uses an
endorsement-testimonial, mark "Yes." If no endorsement
testimonial is used, mark "No."

Price Given:

Price refers to any mention of specific financial costs within a
commercial. It may be in reference to the product's cost or the
cost of the premium being offered with the product. In Barcus'
1975 study, none of the breakfast cereal commercials made any
reference to price. If the commercial makes a reference to the
price, mark "Yes." If the commercial does not make a reference to
the price of any aspect of the product, mark "No."

Contest:

Sometimes cereal advertisers hold a contest to encourage sales.
Usually the contest involves specially marked boxes that will win
certain prizes. None of the commercials in Barcus' 1975 study
used contests as a marketing technique. 86 If the commercial
advertises a contest, mark "Yes." If no contest is included in the
commercial, mark "No."

Ibid., 43.
Ibid.
86 Ibid., 45.
84

85
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Product Description: This refers to any reference made to the size weight or ingredients
of any aspect of the product. It is important to see how informative
children-focused advertising is. If the commercial describes the
size of any aspect of the cereal, mark "Description of size." If the
commercial describes the weight of any aspect of the cereal, mark
"Description of weight." If the commercial discusses any specific
ingredients other than vitamins and nutrients, mark "DeSCription of
ingredients other than vitamins and nutrients." If no specific
description of the product is given, mark "No description given."
Reference Made to Nutritional Value: Nutritional value refers to any comment about
the nutrient or vitamin content of the cereal. It does not refer to the
qualifying statement "Part of this nutritious breakfast." ''The
nutritive content and value of foods are rarely described or
emphasized; their contribution to a balanced diet is seldom
explained.',B7 If a specific reference is made to the nutritional
value of the cereal, mark "Yes." If no reference was made to the
nutritional value of the product, mark "No."
Product Warnings Given: Sometimes an advertisement will make a reference to the
danger of the product. It is important to see if any cereals
acknowledge some type of danger associated with either their
product or a premium because it reflects an informative aspect of
the commercial. If any type of warning is given, mark "Yes." If
no warning is given, mark "No."
Comparative Claim Made: Some commercials compare their product to other products.
If a comparative claim is made, mark "Yes." If no comparative
claim is made, mark "No."
Sweetness Mentioned as a Selling Point: Does the commercial mention the
word "sweet" to sell the product? In Barcus' 1975 study, one in
five breakfast cereal commercials used sweetness as a selling
point. BB This aspect of the research will show if advertisers are still
using "sweetness" to sell their product. If the commercial uses
sweetness as a selling point, mark "Yes." If the commercial does
not mention the sweetness of the commercial, mark "No."
Cereal Referred to as a Snack: Sometimes the commercial will show the cereal being
eaten at different times of the day other than breakfast. It may also
verbally refer to the product as being a snack food. By advertising
the cereal as a snack, marketers are showing their cereal as a
versatile food product, which may increase sales. Only code a
commercial as referring to the cereal as a snack when the
87
88
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characters are eating the cereal directly out of the box without any
milk. If the cereal is being eaten directly out of the box without
any milk, mark "Yes. If not, mark "No."
Product is Said to be Part of a Balanced Meal: In Barcus' 1975 study,
he found that 9 out of 10 breakfast cereal commercials claimed to
be part of a balanced breakfast. 89 If the commercials states that the
product is part of a balanced meal, mark "Yes." If there is no
verbal reference made to the product being part of a balanced meal,
mark "No."
Product is Shown as Part of a Balanced Meal: The commercial may show the cereal
as part of a balanced meal. If the commercial shows the cereal as a
part of a balanced meal, mark "Yes." If there is no visual
reference made to the cereal being part of a balanced meal, mark
"N04 "

Product is Shown as a Substitute for a Balanced Meal: Advertisers need to
responsible when advertising their breakfast cereals. If a cereal
does not have the nutrients needed to constitute a meal, the
advertisers cannot claim their cereal is enough food for breakfast.
If the commercial either states or shows the cereal being a
substitute for abalanced meal, mark "Yes." If the commercial
only shows the cereal as being part of a balance meal, mark "No."
Taste or Flavor Ingredient is Identified as Either Natural or Artificial: If the
commercial makes any claims about natural or artificial
ingredients, it is being informative about the actual content of the
cereal. If information is given about a taste or flavor being either
natural or artificial, mark "Yes." If no information is given, mark
"No."
Caloric value stated: Since many activists claim that advertisers do not promote
nutritious foods to young children, it is important to study what
type of nutritional information is being given about the foods
advertised. If the caloric value is stated, mark "Yes." If no caloric
information is given, mark "No."
Qualifiers:

89

Many commercials make statements that qualify the advertisement.
For example, a premium is available in "specially marked boxes"
or a toy comes with "some assembly required." Often these
disclaimers are made vocally by the announcer at the end of the
commercial, but sometimes they are just written on the screen,
keeping young children from receiving the message. If there are
no disclaimers made, mark "No disclaimer used." If the disclaimer

Barcus. 48.
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is only verbally stated, mark "Disclaimer verbally stated."
"Disclaimer visually stated" should be marked when the disclaimer
is only written on the screen. If the disclaimer is given both
verbally and visually, you should mark, "Disclaimer both visually
and verbally stated."

Theme:

None:

Commercials usually have an overall theme or idea that they
attempt to convey about the product. In Barcus' 1975 study he
found that the most popular themes used in breakfast cereal
advertising were the tastelflavorlsmell, health/nutrition, and
texture. 90 Typically, children's advertisements have two or three
themes that promote the produCt. 91 For each theme listed, mark
"Yes" if that particular theme is used in the commercial. If that
theme is not used, mark "No."
The commercial does not seem to have any type of theme.

Appearance of product: The commercial stresses the appearance of the
cereal such as the color, shape or style.
Quantity/Size/Amount: The commercial stresses how much cereal you get
or the size of the cereal's flakes.
TastelFlavorlSmell: The commercial focuses on the taste, flavor or smell of
the cereal.
Texture:

The commercial makes claims about the texture of the cereal such
as "crunchy flakes."

FunIHappiness: The commercial claims that the cereal is fun to eat andlor that
eating the cereal will make you happy.
HealthlNutrition/Well-being: The commercial claims that the cereal is healthy,
nutritious or that the cereal will help your overall well being.
Peer statusIPopularity: The commercial claims that eating this particular cereal
will help your peer status or popularity. If the commercial uses a
"Everyone's doing it" type of sales approach, this category would
apply.
Aetion/StrengthIPowerISpeed: The commercial claims that eating the
advertised cereal will increase your power, speed, or strength. The
commercial may also stress the energy that the cereal will give
you.
90

91
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Adventure:

The commercial claims that eating the cereal is like an adventure.
The cereal may also make you more adventurous.

Comparative/Associative Claim: The commercial compares the advertised
cereal to another similar cereal. If any type of comparison is made,
this theme accurately describes the commercial.
EconomylPrice: The commercial stresses a sale price or the discount cost of the
cereal. If the cost of the product is an issue used to sell the
product, you should code the theme as EconomylPrice.
Uniqueness: The commercial stresses the unique aspects of the cereal.
Quality:

The commercial claims that the cereal and/or premium were
manufactured using quality materials.

Newness:

The commercial stresses the newness of the cereal or an aspect of
the cereal.

General Superiority: The commercial claims that the cereal is generally better.
It does not make any direct comparisons, but it includes comments
like ''The best" or ''The only one."
Other:

Theme Specific:

If the commercial seems to have a theme that is different than the
listed ones, mark this category and specify what theme you think
describes the commercial.

This category refers to the four themes that are most frequently
used in cereal advertisements: TastelFlavorlSmell, Texture,
FunlHappiness, and HealthlNutritionlWell-Being. For this
category you can mark that "None" of the four themes are used,
"One" of the themes is used, "Two" of the themes are used,
''Three'' of the themes are used or "Four" of the themes are used.
After you mark the number of themes used, specify which of the
four themes are used in the commercial.
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APPENDIXB
CODING WORKSHEET
Length of commercial:
(1) :15

Product Name:
(1) Cocoa Pebbles
(2) Cheerios
(2) Team Cheerios
(3) Waffle Crisp
(4) Razzle Dazzle Rice Krispies
(5) Golden Grahams
(6) Honey Combs
(7) French Toast Crunch
(8) Cinnamon Toast Crunch
(9) Apple Jacks
(10)
Com Pops
(11)
Lucky Charms
(12)
Trix
(13)
Crunch Benies
(14)
Other (Please Specify
----)

(15)
(16)

Frosted Wheaties
Nesquick
Marshmallow Alpha Bits
Frosted Flakes
Fruit Loops
Oreo O's
Cookie Crisp
Lucky Charms (#2)
Cocoa Puffs
Cocoa Pebbles/
CinnaCrunch Pebbles
Crunch Benies (#2)
Apple Jacks (#2)
Fruity Pebbles/
Cocoa Pebbles

(17)
(18)

(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
Manufacturer:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Kellogg
General Mills
Post
Quaker Oats
Other (please Specify
)

Station:
(1) Fox
(2) Nickelodeon

(2) :30

(3) :45
(4) 1:00
(5) More than 1:00
Cereal type:
(1) Sugared
(2) Non-sugared
(3) Other (Please Specify
----)

Brand Repetition in audio:
(1) 1-2 times
(2) 3-4 times
(3) 5-6 times
(4) 7-8 times
(5) 9-10 times
(6) More than 10 times
Animation:
(1) Animated
(2) Not animated
(3) Mixed
(4) Other (Please Specify
)

Music:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Jingle
Other music with lyrics
Other music without lyrics
No music
Other (Please Specify
)

Premiums:
(1) Premium offered inside box
(2) Premium offered with proof of
purchase and extra money
(3) Premium not offered
(4) Other (Please Specify
)

Length of time dedicated to premium:
(1) :00
(2) ;05
(3) :10
(4) :15

(5) :20
(6) :25
(7) :30
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Fonnat:
(1) Offstage voice announcing
(2) Onstage announcer
(3) Dramatic skit
(4) Musical structure
(5) ''Talking product"
(6) Other (Please Specify
----)

Style of Product Display:
(1) Product shown in use
(2) Product displayed without
showing in use
(3) Product name only mentioned
(4) Other (Please Specify
)

Duration of Product Display:
(1) Product continuously on screen
(2) Product displayed intennittently
(3) Product only displayed briefly
(4) Product not shown
(5) Other (Please Specify
)

Who Speaks for the Product:
(1) Adult male
(2) Adult female
(3) Male child
(4) Female child
(5) Other male
(6) Other female
(7) Undetenninable
(Please Specify
)
Sex and Age Group of Main Characters:
Only describe the three main characters
(1) Male children (ages 2-12)
(2) Female children (ages 2-12)
(3) Male teens
(4) Female teens
(5) Male adults
(6) Female adults
(7) Male animals
(8) Female animals
(9) Indetenninable
(please Specify
)

Ethnic status:
Only describe the three main characters
(1) White
(2) Black
(3) Asian
(4) Hispanic
(5) Other minority
(Please Specify
)
(6) Indetenninable
(Please Specify
)
Personality tie-in:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Program tie~in:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Price Given:
(I) Yes
(2) No
Contest:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Product Description: Mark all that apply
(1) Description of size
(2) Description of weight
(3) Description of ingredients other
than vitamins and nutrients
(4) No description given
Reference Made to Nutritional Value:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Product Warnings Given:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Comparative Claim Made:
(1) Yes
(2) No

Sweetness is Mentioned as a Selling Point:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Cereal is Referred to as a Snack:
(1) Yes
(2) No
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Product is Said to be Part of a Balanced Meal:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Product is Shown as Part ofa Balanced Meal:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Product is Shown as a Substitute for a Balanced Meal:
(I) Yes
(2) No
Taste or Flavor Ingredient is Identified as Either Natural or Artificial:
(1) Yes
(2) No
Caloric Value is Stated:
(1) Yes
(2) No

Qualifier:
No disclaimer used
Disclaimer verbally stated
Disclaimer visually stated
Disclaimer both visually and verbally stated
(5) Other (Please Specify
)
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Uniqueness

Theme:
None
(1) Yes
(2) No

Appearance of product
(1) Yes
(2) No
Quantity/Size!Amount
(I) Yes
(2) No
Peer Status! Popularity
(I) Yes
(2) No
ActionJStrengthIPower/Speed
(1) Yes
(2) No
Adventure
(1) Yes
(2) No
Comparative/Associative Claim
(1) Yes
(2) No
Economy!Price
(1) Yes
(2) No

(1) Yes
(2) No

Quality
(I) Yes
(2) No

Newness
(1) Yes
(2) No

General Superiority
(1) Yes
(2) No
Other
Please specify

_

Theme Specific: (The four themes are
Taste/Flavor/Smell, Texture,Fun/Happiness,
HealthINutritionIWell-Being)
(1) None of the fOUf themes is used
(2) One of the four themes is used
(3) Two of the four themes are used
(4) Three of the four themes are
used
(5) Four of the fOUf themes are used
Please specify which themes are
used
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